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'82 DEC 21 A10:38
BEFORE THF. ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD
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j$ii', . .'i d ,SEi"J'",'
In the Matter of ) MaEH

) Docket Nos. 50-413
Duke Power Company, et al. ) 50-414

)
(Catawba Nuclear Station, )

Units 1 and 2) )

APPLICANTS' MOTION TO COMPEL OR,
IN THE ALTERNATIVE, TO DISMISS CONTENTIONS

.

Duke Power Company, et al. (" Applicants"), pursuant

to 10 C.F.R. I 2.740( f), hereby move the Atomic Safety and

Licensing Board (" Board") in the captioned proceeding to

issue an order compelling Intervenor Palmetto Alliance to

respond further to Applicants' Interrogatories and

Requests to Produce regarding Palmetto Alliance Conten-

tions 6 and 7. With regard to Contention 7, Applicants

hereby move in the alternative that the Board reconsider

its decision to this contention and, upon such reconsid-

eration, dismiss Contention 7 as an issue in this
'

| proceeding.
|
|
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I. BACKGROUND

On April 9, 1982, Applicants served upon Palmetto

Alliance " Applicants' First Set of Interrogatories and

Requests to Produce" (hereafter cited as " Applicants'

Interrogatories"), which dealt, inter alia, with Palmetto

Alliance Contentions 6 (on allegedly substandard workman-

ship and quality control) and 7 (on Applicants' managerial

and technical competence). Those portions of Applicants'

Interrogatories which are relevant here attempted to

elicit from Palmetto Alliance the precise nature of the

concerns expressed in Contentions 6 and 7, and the bases

for those concerns. Specifically, these Interrogatories

sought only the most basic information as to the defini-

tion of the material terms in these contentions, the

nature and effect of the " deficiencies," " company

pressure" and " faulty workmanship" alleged in Contention

6, and the nature and effect of the " consistent failure to

adhere to operating and administrative procedures". . .

alleged in Contention 7; whether Palmetto Alliance con- .

tends that the requirements governing these terms are set

forth in NRC requirements and, if so, whether Palmetto

Alliance contends that Applicants have not satisfied those

requirements; and the technical bases and sources for all

_ - _ .- - _ _ - _ _ _ - _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ .
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,

of the foregoing information.
i

In addition, general
requests for documents were propounded,

along with a
series of general interrogatories.

On April 28, 1982,
Palmetto Alliance filed " Palmetto

Alliance Responses to Applicants'
First Set of Interroga-

taries and Requests to Produce"
(hereafter cited as

" Palmetto Alliance Responses"),1
and a Motion for a Pro-tective order.

These Responses contained little sub-
stantive information. In answer to Interrogatories
regarding the meaning of key terms or allegations i

n itscontentions,

Palmetto Alliance in several instances
replied " common meaning," or "same as meant by NRC "

or,as to quoted phrases,
,

" meaning intended by author."
Inother instances,

it provided only brief and generalized
definitions of such terms.

1

In its Responses Palmetto Alliance objected t
answering interrogatories and requests o

these contentions were subject to revisiorelating to certain of its contentions, on grou d
to produce

ns that
sought was irrelevant,of then-unavailable documents and that the inforn upon receipt

mation
discovery of admissible information,not calculated to lead to the "
unduly burdensome to obtain. and would behowever,

that this objection was not directed atApplicants would note,Applicants'

(Palmetto Alliance Responses at ppInterrogatories on Contentions 6 and 7.2-3)..

m

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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Palmetto Alliance's replies to Int
sought specific information as to all

errogatories which

construction, eged deficiencies inplant

to approve " faulty workmanship " examples of alleged " company pressure"
or alleged failures to,

adhere to " operating and administrati
similarly unresponsive, ve procedures" were

which sought as were its ' answers to questions
to pinpoint

requirements. specific violations of NRC
In answer to Interrogatories dire t

its language in its contenti c ed at
ons,

frequently asserted that Palmetto Alliance

sufficient knowledge to answer "2"Intervenor at present lacks
asserted that Applicants' The Intervenor further

.

" annoyance, discovery requests caused it
embarrassment,

oppression and undue burden orexpense"

(Motion for Protective Order atp. 1), andcharacterized Applicants'
requests as a " discovery

offensive" which bordered on harrassment. (Id. at p. 2).

2

In those responses in which itat present

Palmetto Jdliance further statedlacks sufficient knowledge to ans "Intervenor
recited that

responses [from Applicants] to its
wer,"

that it was
Requests to Produce served April 20 Interrogatories and" awaiting
to this subject."

1982 with regard,

As will be demonstrated belowthe information sought .

, Applicants submit that ,

in Applicants'relating to Contentions 6 Interrogatories
not contingent upon any data to be sup liApplicants. and 7 was for the most part

p ed by

,

- _ - _ - - - - - -
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Intervenors also claimed that certain documents prepar d .

e
by their counsel are privileged, and,

as such, are not
discoverable. (Id. at p. 3).

On April 20, 1982, before filing its Responses, Pal-

metto Alliance served upon Applicants interrogatories con
-

cerning, _ inter alia, its Contentions 6 and 7.
Applicants

objected to answering these discovery requests pending
final resolution of the Appli* cants'

and the NRC Staff's
objections to the Licensing Board's March 5,

1982 Memor-
andum and Order.3 Accordingly, Applicants did not file
responses at that time.

Subsequently, in its Order of
July 8, 1982,

the Board did suspend discovery on all con-

tentions with the exception of Palmetto Alliance 8
16 and,

27
This suspension applied to "all pending matters in

the discovery process, including
. motions to compel". .

(July 8 Order at p. 18).4
I

3

Set of Interrogatories and Requests to Produce " MSee " Applicants' Objections to Palmetto Alliance First10, 1982.
Applicants noted therein (p. 8, n. 10) that

ay,

they were deferring the
regarding Palmetto Alliance's Responses pending Boardfiling of any motions to compelaction on Applicants'
of discovery. request for a suspension or stay

i4

See also the Licensing Board's Memorandum and OrdMay 25, 1982. er of
,

i

\

|

|
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However, in its recent December 1, 198 2 Order the

Board ruled that discovery may be resumed on all admitted

contentions except for DES-22. Applicants have accord-

ingly committed to providing responses to Palmetto Alli-

ance's Interrogatories on its Contentions 6 and 7 by Dec-

ember 30, 1982.5 Applicants also maintain, in light of

this Order, that a Motion to Compel further responses by

Palmetto Alliance to Applicants' Interrogatories is now

appropriate.

Contention 6 was recast by the Board in its December

1 Order so that it is now essentially limited to the last

sentence of the original contention. To the extent that
-

Applicants' Motion to Compel applies to Contention 6, it

will therefore be limited to those of Applicants' Interro-

gatories and Palmetto Alliance's corresponding Responses

which are pertinent to the re-worded contention. Palmetto

Alliance's Responses must be read in light of its repre-

sentations that it has " demonstrated diligence in meeting

the reasonable obligations .of participation in this pro-

ceeding" (Motion for Protective Order at p. 2); that it

has committed itself to " abide the spirit of the discovery
1

rules--to disclose information known to it which bears on

5 See " Applicants' Motion Regarding Discovery on Matters
Previously Suspended," December 9, 1982, at p. 2.
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the case and thereby avoid trial by surprise" (Id. at pp.
2-3); and that

" virtually all information known to Inter-
venor [on its own contentions] has already been fully dis-
closed on the record of the prehearing conference. "6

(Id.
at p. 2).

In light of these responses and representations
,

Applicants submit that only one of two conclusions can be
drawn. On the one hand,

if Palmetto Alliance does indeed
have the information on these contentions which Applicants
seek,

then Palmetto Alliance is apparently seeking to
evade its responsibilities as a participant in this
proceeding by failing to disclose that material,

and the

Board should issue an order compelling Palmetto Alliance
to file responsive answers to Applicants'

Interrogatories

these' two contentions.
r

If, on the other hand, Palmetto Alliance's represen-
tations that it is committed to acting in the spirit of
the discovery rules and has diligently attempted to answerApplicants'

Interrogatories are to be taken at face value,

then the Board should reconsider its earlier decision to
6

discloses thatA review of the prehearing conference transcript
in fact little substantive information 5was offered at

support of its Contentions 6 and 7.that time by Palmetto Alliance in
Conference Transcript at pp. 116-129 Tianuary 12-13,

See Prehearing
1982).

m

__ -----
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admit Contention 7. While many of Palmetto Alliance's
Responses to Interrogatories on Contention 6 are defi-
cient,

consisting of no more than evasive and/or incom-

plete answers to valid inquiries on this contention, its

answers to questions on Contention 7 are virtually non-
existent.

Clearly, if in fact Palmetto Alliance cannot

furnish even the fundamental information sought by Appli-

cant with respect to Contention 7, the specificity and
basis requirements of 10 C.F.R.

$2.714(b) have not been
satisfied,

and this contention should therefore not have
been admitted.

Applicants accordingly move in the alter-

native that the Board reconsider its admission of Conten-

tion 7 and,
upon such reconsideration, dismiss it as an

issue in this proceeding.

II. ARGUMENT
A.

Fully to Applicants'The Board Should Compel Intervenor to Respond
Discovery Request

Applicants submit that the Board should compel Pal
-

metto Alliance to respond more fully to its earlier dis
-

covery requests. Intervenor's failure to identify in
greater detail the nature of the concerns reflected

in
Contentions 6 and 7,

or to reveal the discrete legc3 and
technical bases for each of these contentions, reflects

_ _ - - i
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either a misconception of the purpose and scope of dis-

covery in NRC licensing proceedings or a continuing dis-

regard of its obligations under NRC discovery rules.

Discovery of Tae Specific Concerns and Factual
Bases Underlying litervenors' Contentions is Permitted

Discovery in NRC licensing proceedings is intended to

insure that "the parties have access to all relevant,

unprivileged information prior to the hearing." Boston

Edison Company (Pilgrim Nuclear Generating Station, Unit

2), LBP-75-30, 1 NRC 579, 582 (1975). Accordingly, Appli-

cants are allowed essentially unrestricted discovery into

the legal and factual underpinnings of Intervenors' con-

tentions:

interrogatories seeking specification of
the facts upon which a claim or conten-
tion is based are wholly proper, and the
party may be required to answer
questions Which attempt to ascertain the
basis for his claim or, for example,
What deficiencies or defects were
claimed to exist with respect to a
particular situation or cause. [Id. at
582.]

That such an obligation should be imposed upon Pal-

metto Alliance as a party to this proceeding is hardly

surprising, since the U.S. Supreme Court has explicitly

ruled that "[i]t is incumbent upon intervenors who. . .

wish to participate [in an NRC licensing proceeding] to

I

.

I

e

____ _ --
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1

structure their participation so that it is meaningful, so

that it alerts the agency to the intervenors' position and

contentions." Vermont Yankee Nuclear Power Corp. v. NRDC,

435 U.S. 519, 553 (1978). And as the Appeal Board has

stated:

The Applicants in particular carry an
unrelieved burden of proof in Commission
proceedings. Unless they can effec-
ti-ely inquire into the position of the
intervenors, discharging that burden may
be impossible. To permit a party to
make skeletal contentions, keep the
bases for them secret, then require its
adversaries to meet any conceivable
thrust at hearing would be patently
unfair, and inconsistent with a sound
record. [ Pennsylvania Power & Light Co.,
eti al . (Susquehanna Steam Electric
Station, Units 1 and 2), ALAB-613, 12
NRC 317, 338 (1980), quoting with
approval p. 6 of August 24, 1979 unpub-
lished Memorandum and Order of the
Licensing Board in that proceeding.]

,

Applicants acknowledge that in responding to dis-

covery requests, a party "need only reveal information in

its possession or control," and that, "[a]ssuming the

truthfulness of the statement, lack of knowledge is always
.

an adequate response," Susquehanna, supra, 12 NRC at 334.

! Applicants are also aware that Palmetto Alliance had not
i

received Applicants' interrogatory responses on Conten-

tions 6 and 7 at the time it prepared its own Responses,

,

|

1
, .. _ _ - - - . . _ - - . - - . _ . .-- __ - - _ - - -
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and that some of its answers might conceivably h

different had it then had access to the d t
ave been

'

Applicants. a a provided by

Even assuming this to be the case, however
Appli-

cants submit that Palmetto Alliance should n t b
,

o e allowed
to hide behind the unavailability of Applicants' interro-
gatory responses to avoid answering basic que tis ons on
Palmetto Alliance's contentions. A consistently asserted
" lack of knowledge" by the propo

nent of a contention can-not

suffice as an adequate discovery response wh
interrogatory is directed at informatio

en the

n that Palmetto
Alliance was required to have in its p

ossession when it
proffered the contention as an issue for liti

gation in theproceeding. In this regard,
the Appeal Board has statedthat

[A]n intervention petitioner has an i
clad obligation to examine the publiclyron-
available documentary material with suf-
ficient care to enable it to uncover ainformation that could serve as theny

foundation for a specific contention[ Duke Power Co., et al., .

Units 1 and 27, ALAB-687,(Catawba Nuclear
Station,
NRC_ slip op.,

at 13]. ~~~

n

b

a

!
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These and numerous other pronouncements of the Com-

mission have made it clear that in order to satisfy their
obligations as participants in NRC proceedings intervenors |

i

must do more than simply raise issues. As the Appeal

Board has pointed out,

Intervenors also bear evidentiary respon-
sibilities. In a ruling that has received
explicit Supreme Court approval, the Commission
has stressed that an intervenor must come for-
ward with evidence " sufficient to require rea-
sonable minds to inquire further" to insure that
its contentions are explored at the hearing.
Obviously, interrogatories designed to discover
what (if any) evidence underlies an intervenor's
own contentions are not out of order.
[Susquehanna, supra, 12 NRC at 340 (citations
omitted)].

i
'

In short, a " litigant may not make serious allegations
against another party and then refuse to reveal whether
any of those allegations have any basis." Id. at 339.

This, however, is precisely what Palmetto Alliance is

apparently attempting to do in this proceeding. In its

Responses to Applicants' Interrogatories Palmetto Alliance
fails in many instances to answer inquiries as to the

specific concerns reflected in Contentions 6 and 7 or to,

1

delineate the legal and technical bases for these con-

Applicants accordingly believe that Palmettocerns.

1 t

I

- - - -
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Alliance's Responses ignore the proper purpose and scope
of discovery in NRC licensing proceedings,

as set forth
above.

Interrogatories on Contention 6

As recast by the Board, Palmetto Alliance's Conten-
tion 6 now reads as follows:

Because of systematic deficiencies in
plant construction and company pressure
to approve faulty workmanship, no rea-
sonable assurance exists that the plant
can operate without endangering the
health and safety of the public.

The series of Interrogatories which Applicants propounded

on Conter tion 6 sought nothing more than an explanation of

the dimensions of, and the bases for, this contention.

Applicants submit that while Palmetto Alliance's Responses
do provide some general information on the concerns u d

n er-
lying the contention (i.e. , the allegations of Messrs.
Hoopingarner and McAfee), they still lack requisite speci-
ficity in many instances.

In addition, the bases for the
various aspects of Contention 6 require further
clarification.7

7

mation with respect to Contention 6,Because Intervenor has supplied some minimal infor-

request that the alternative motion to dismiss setApplicants do not
forth herein be applied to this contention.
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For example,
an examination of Palmetto Alliance's

,

Response to Interrogatory No. 80
containing the,

statements of Messrs.
Hoopingarner and McAfee,

reveals
allegations of substandard workmanship

, poor quality con-,

trol and deficient plant constructio
n which Applicants

have not corrected (Interrogatories 5
28, 29, 30, 31, 44, \,

47, 48, 49, 50,
51, 82, 88 and 105 );

however, Palmetto
Alliance states that it

" lacks sufficient knowledge" to
identify specific instances of such

problems.8 9 (see
8

Applicants are aware of the Board'sits December 1,
1982 Order that statement on p.5 of6], presumab

misfeasance,ly involving specific instances of" proof of [ Contention
Applicants interpretneed not be adduced atHowever, this stage."

contention was admitted, applying to the stage of the proceedingthis statement asat which thethe proceeding. Moreover,ot to the discovery phase of
n

Contention 6,information already supplied by Palin view of the general
Applicants submit metto Alliance on

should be within Palmetto Alliance's poadditional detail sought by these interrthat the type ofogatories
9 ssession.

information as to the exact locatioIn response to Interrogatories whi hc sought specific
the occurrence of these "deficien in and exact time of97 and 98),

supposedly performed deficient work (Iand the names of the individuals who(Interrogatories
c es"

the Intervenor stated
(see Response at p" Refer to Answers to Nos.nterrogatory 99),

80."

Palmetto Alliance's resp. An examination of
15). 3 and

by these Interrogatories. reveals that it contains none of the i fonse to Interrogatory No. 80j

Reference to Palmetto Alli-n ormation sought,{unresponsive,ance's response to Interrogatory No
"at present lacks sufficient knowl dsince Intervenor states therein that it

3 is similarly.

answer . " e ge to. . .

h

&
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Responses at pp. 7, 9-11, 13-15).
Another area in which

Palmetto Alliance's Responses are clearly d fie cient
throughout is its inability or refusal t

o specify the

regulatory requirements which have allegedly b
een violatedby the events described.

This information is crucial andmust be supplied.
See Public Service Company of New

Hampshire, et al.
_ (Seabrook Station,

Units 1 and 2)NRC
.

(November 17, 1982), slip op. at p. 9, wherein the

__,

Board stated:

In conclusion,
basis with reasonable specificity standthis Board believes that the
safety contention 10 requires that an intervenor include in aard

reason for his con [tention.3 a statement of the
must either allege with particularity thatThis statement
an applicant is not complying with a speci
fied regulation, or allege with particu -

larity the existence and detail of a sub
,.

-

stantial safety issue on which the regula
-

tions are silent.
' regulatory gap,' In the absence of a

-

the failure to allege a
violation of the regulations or an attempt
to advocate stricter requirements tha
those imposed by the regulations will n

result in a rejection of the contention
the latter as an impermissible collate ,

attack on the Commission's rules ral
$2.758). (10 CFR

Intervenor's
failure to specify the particular NRC

standards and requirements affected by the
construction

deficiencies alleged in this contention ,

constitutes a
10

environmental contentions. Applicants submit that this standard also applies to

m

, . . .
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clear violation of the Seabrook rule. Specifically,
though Palmetto Alliance contends in its Responses to

Interrogatories 6 and 51 that the workmanship and
construction at Catawba do not satisfy NRC requirements,
and that Applicants are aware of this, it does not
indicate which aspects of Appendix A, 10 C.F.R. Part 50
have not been met;

nor which additional requirements "for
safe operation" have not been satisfied (Interrogatory 7;
see Responses at p. 7 );

nor the manner in which the
workmanship at Catawba fails to meet Appendix A standards
(Interrogatory 3; .

see Responses at p. 7). Palmetto
Alliance further asserts that it " lacks sufficient
knowledge" to relate particular aspects of the "sub-

standard workmanship" alleged in its Response to Interro
-

gatory 2 to any particular NRC requirements. (Interroga-
tory 8; see Responses at p. 7).

Intervenor's answer to Interrogatory 12 is similarly
evasivo.

By stating that NRC requirements relating to
quality control have "not necessarily" been violated,
Palmetto Alliance not only avoids giving a direct answerto this inquiry,

but also avoids having to supply any

_ _ _ _ - - " - - - - -
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specific references to NRC regulations which may not have

been met (Interrogatories 12, 13 and 14; see Responses at

p. 8).

Further examples of Palmetto Alliance's failure to

relate its allegations of construction deficiencies to

specific NRC regulations are found in its Responses to

Interrogatories 38 and 39. Here again, while it contends

that applicable NRC requirements have not been met (see

Response to Interrogatory 37 ), Intervenor does not indi-

cate how Appendix A has been violated or which other NRC

requirements or standards have not been satisfied. (Inter-

rogatories 38 and 39; see Responses at p. 9).

Moreover, by its failure to indicate, in answer to

Interrogatory 39, which "NRC standards" are the subject of

this contention, Palmetto Alliance also avoided having to

supply examples of plant construction affected by these

NRC standards (Interrogatory 40; see Responses at p. 9);

examples of " safety-related areas" to which these stan-

dards apply, and how these safety areas relate to the safe

operation of the plant (Interrogatories 41, 42 and 43;

see Responses at pp. 9-10); and the relationship of these

,

I
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safety areas to alleged examples of poor quality control
|

and substandard workmanship (Interrogatories 45 and 46; '

see Responses at p. 10).

A similar pattern appears in Palmetto Alliance's

Responses relating to Applicants' OA program. Intervenor

indicates in response to Interrogatory 55 that it contends

Applicants have not developed and implemented an appro-

priate OA program (see Responses at p. 11). However, when

asked to " explain in detail the substance of [its] conten-

tion" -(Interrogatory 56 ), Palmetto Alliance's answer (see

Responses at p. 11) does not include a single reference to

NRC regulations which might provide specificity to this

allegation. Indeed, Palmetto Alliance asserts in answer

to Interrogatory 6 2 that it " lacks sufficient knowledge"

to name any specific requirement of Appendix B, 10 C.F.R.

Part 50 which Applicants' OA program fails to satisfy.

Intervenor is similarly unable to support its allegations

of deficiencies set forth in its Response to Interrogatory

80 with any specific references to NRC requirements
,

allegedly violated by these " deficiencies." (Interrogatory

100; see Responses at p. 15).

.

|
|

\

_ _ _
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;

i

Similarly, while it asserts that Applicants have 'I
*

failed to develop and implement an " appropriate quality
assurance program" (Interrogatory 55; see Responses at p.
11), Palmetto Alliance's Response fails to explain in

detail the substance of this assertion (see Responses at
p. 11). Nor does Intervenor explain the basis for its

stated concern that Applicants' policies, instructions and

procedures for implementing its OA program are inadequate,
other than to state that "the program does not work."
(Interrogatories 59, 60 and 61; see Responses at p. 11).

Other examples of evasive or incomplete answers
| appear in the sequence of Interrogatories on allegedi

deficiencies in construction beginning with #102.

Palmetto Alliance indicates in response to this question
that it does not believe that all of the alleged
deficiencies in plant construction have occurred in

i

systems important to safety. (see Responses at p. 15).
This leads one to assume that some deficiencies may
involve non-safety systems. However, Intervenor fails to
identify non-safety systems affected by the alleged,

!

deficiencies and/or the impact which such deficiencies

would have on plant operation (Interrogatory 104; see 'I
Responses at p. 15).

!

I

_ _ _ _ ,
-

- - .
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>.Palretto Alliance's answers to Interrogatoriesi ,

/. ,

, i
,

relating to Intervanor's allegations of "compariy, pressu e . . e

to approve faulty workmanship" are similarly lacking Jr.a- - s
' <

, ;,

specificity and basis. The only instance of'auch " company
,

~ '

. - n-
pressure" noted by Palmetto is a' reported disagreement

- 7 c,
between McAfee,. then a OC Inspect,or,/,and a sapervisor as , i , ..'

. /-
i .. c q*to whether an anchor bolt was of sufficientriength, ad >c

/.
. ..

.a !s 'how the length should be verified (see Respope~.t e 1,
. <.

s \ . , / '.
_

'
-

. - , ,- _.~,

Interrogatory 108). The name of th, e h6perviAob/('$ tYough . ./
~

-

.,3,. ,.

requested in the Interrogatory, warlnot given. . Nog could
.

,

,
. | ^<

Palmetto Alliance identify any otijer ind.tviduals on whom,

s -

" company pressur e" wen 'aQeged b'rdtjght ,to bear (see Inter-
/* -i / . <

rogatory 109), t.he manner in which au,jh ." pressure" mani-
- ; -, . ,

fested itself (Interror.jatory-110), og '.nity / ins'tanc,e of '.; ;
-- s ., -

inadequate construction which it' condi, ends /oresul+.ed from/

-~ ' ' t j
this alleged " pressure . "' (Interro'9atory $ 11.%{ see ' Respon-

,

', /. i l.. -

ses at p. 16). #,' . ,

' . j, //
|s

_ ,
.

: jr ,

,

The same situation exists,Wthjrespect to Applicants' I
. , /

Interrogatories which sought speciyic information on the 'J.-(*. .> - ,7

allegedapprovalof"fa'ultpworkmas.'sh1p." While it coa-

. ,

# , , .

,, , . - e .
j ..

tends that OC inspectors gave their approval to sub- -
t+,,1 , !standard workmanship',( see Interrogatories 116, 117, and .

',

i l' . ,lx j ,r'',

) .v
'

118 and Responses at p. 17), F41metto , Alliance }3rqfi.dses
. , . ,

. .

, . - , - 3
.
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itself unable to provide the basis for these allegations
,

by identifying the person who gave such approval (Inter-

rogatory 119), or the specific approval given for parti-

cular tasks (Interrogatory 120), or any instances of,

. ,.

" faulty workmanship" which exist at the Catawba facility

(Interrogatory 122) (see Responses at p. 17 ) . Because of
'

its answer to Interrogatory 122, Intervenor also failed to

| answer questions as to the date and time such " faulty

workmanship" occurred (Interrogatory 123) and the name and
P

,
14d' dress of the individuals who performed it (Interro-

,w{.i

gatories 124 and 125)(see Responses at p. 17 ) .

Palmetto Alliance's answers to those Interrogatories

which attempted to establish the bases for its Responses

,present a somewhat different problem. In reply to each

such question (Interrogatories 9, 19, 35, 52, 57, 81, 94,e

101, 114 and 121), Intervenor referred to its answer to

Interrogatory 9, which states:p
' '

, Applicants' Application, Final Safety
l

(,g Analysis Report and pleadings; Inter-
venors' Petitions, Supplements, Affidavits,,

]" and pleadings; NRC Staff's Safety Evalua-,

&_ tion of the Catawba Nuclear Station Unit
'' Nos. 1 and 2, Systematic Assessment of

. Licensee Performance Review Group;
/ Licensee Assessments, NUREG-0834, and

pleadings; oral and written communication
'

by Palmetto Alliance members Nolan R.
Hoopingarner, II, and William R. McAfee to

.

6
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counsel; The United States Constitution;
[

The Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended,
and Title 10 Code of Federal Regulations.

The Appeal Board has recently ruled that interroga-

tory answers which respond to a request for specific

information by referring to a list of documents will not

suffice under NRC discovery rules:

Answers should be complete in themselves; I

the interrogating party should not need to
sift through documents or other materials
to obtain a complete answer. 4A Moore's
Federal Practice {33.25(1) at 33-129-130
(2d ed. 1981). A broad statement that the
information sought by an interrogatory is ,

'to be found in a mass of documents is also
insufficient. Harlem River Consumers'

Coop., Inc. v. Associated Grocers of
Har.em, Inc., 64 F.R.D. 459, 463 (S.D.N.Y. !

19/4). Instead, a party must specify pre-
!

cisely which documents cited contain the
J

desired information. Martin v. Easton ;

Publishing Co., 85 F.R.D. 312, 315 (E.D.
Pa. 1980). See also Nagler v. Admiral :
Corp., 167 F. Supp. 413 ( S . D.N. Y. 1958).
[ Commonwealth Edison Company (Byron
Nuclear Power Station, Units 1 and 2),
ALAB-678, 15 NRC 1400, 1421, n.39 (1982)]. -

Under this standard, each of Palmetto Alliance's Responses
i

to Interrogatories seeking the bases for its answers to

( previous questions is clearly deficient.
,

I

>

!

?.

!
i

__
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|

| Responses to Interrogatories on Contention 7
|

Palmetto Alliance's Contention 7 reads as follows:

No reasonable assurance can be had that the
| facility can be operated without endangering the

public health and safety because of Duke's con-i

! sistent failure to adhere to required Commission*

operating and administrative procedures provided
for in Commission rules and regulations. "The
Nuclear Regulatory Commission has the statutory
responsibility for prescribing licensing stand-
ards to protect public health and safety and for
inspecting the industry's activities againsti

! these standards. The Commission does not there-
by certify to the industry that the industry's
designs and procedures are adequate to protectits equipment or operations." Federal TortClaim of General Public Utilities, Corp., et;

al . , CLI-81-lo, 13 NRC 773, 7/5-776 (1981)T~ At
both Oconee and Catawba facilities of Duke Poweri Company the Systematic Assessment of Licensee
Performance Review Group found "weaknessess in1

personnel adherance to opeteling and adminis-
trative procedures" and " failure to follow pro-
cedures." NUREG 0834, Licensee Assessments,August 1981, pp. A-3, B-1. As long ago as 1977
Duke, Licensee for the Oconee facility, was
assessed civil penalties of $21,500 where "the
history of repetitive and chronic non-compli-
ance, when considered in conjunction with fail-
ure to institute effective corrective action and
management controls, demonstrates that manage-

is apparently not conducting licensedment

activities with adequate concern for the health,
safety or interest of its employees or the gen-
eral public." Ernst Volgennau, Directory Office
of Inspection and Enforcement, USNRC, to Carl
Horn, Jr. President, Duke Power Company, March
29, 1977, Docket Nos. 50-269, 50-270, 50-287.

As with Contention 6, Applicants propounded a series
1

of basic Interrogatories on Contention 7 which sought to

ascertain the specific nature of the concerns reflected in
!

|

|

|

|
_ - - __ _ . . . . . -. _ .-
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t

!

the contention and the legal and factual bases for those9

; concerns. From the answers provided by Palmetto Alliance, i

!

it appears that Intervenor has virtually no information to i

!

isupport its allegations in this contention. Intervenor
!responded that it "at present lacks sufficient knowledge
!

| to answer" to 22 out of 55 Interrogatories on Contention |
!

7.
Moreover, because many of Applicants' Interrogatories I

!

depended upon an affirmative or negative response to pre- !

!

;

ceding questions, by use of this device Palmetto Alliance
i

.

avoided having to respond to a number of other Interro-
.
[

gatories.4

i
'

Specifically, Palmetto Alliance asserts that it "at
i

!
!

present lacks sufficient knowledge to answer" inquiries as

to the specific " operating procedures" and " administrative
;

!

procedures" which are the subject of Contention 7 (Inter-

rogatories 1 and 2; see Responses at pp. 17 and 19); the)

activities which these operating and administrative pro-
(

cedures are intended to govern (Interrogatories 2 and 14; ,

!l'
see Responses at pp. 18-19); the individuals who are to i

i
j

have developed and implemented these procedures (Interro- !'

t

;gatories 3, 4, 15 and 16; see Responses at pp. 18-19);
j

whether such development and implementation has already !

|I

taken place and, if so, when (Interrogatories 5, 8, 13 and
|

i

!

| :

',

l
i

!
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19; see Responses at pp. 18-19); and whether the " admin-

istrative procedures" in question have been employed at

Catawba (Interrogatory 20; see Responses at p. 19).

Palmetto Alliance also indicates in its Answers that

although it contends in Contention 7 that Applicants have

failed to comply with NRC regulations, and that they

remain in non-compliance with applicable requirements, it

" lacks sufficient knowledge" to specify the NRC require-

ments which it asserts have not been met,ll the activities

which allegedly do not meet those requirements, the time

when such non-compliance occurred (Interrogatory 25; see

Responses at pp. 19-20), or the activities which cause

Applicants to remain in non-compliance (Interrogatory ';

see Responses at p. 20).

Applicants also sought an explanation of how Palmetto

Alliance proposes to relate the SALP Review Group findings

recited in Contention 7 to conditions at Catawba. Here

again, Palmetto Alliance's Interrogatory Responsas were

clea.rly deficient. For example, when asked its interpre-
{

tation of the language used in the NRC Review Group's

findings, Intervenor replied " meaning intended by author."

(Interrogatories 44 and 49; see Responses at pp. 20-21).

11 Applicants submit that such information must be
provided. See the Licensing Board's ruling in |
Seabrook, supra, p. 15.

,

.
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When asked to specify the particul
ar " weaknesses"

allegedly present at Catawba, Palmetto Alli
ance replied,

contrary to the language in its contenti
" refers to Oconee." on, that this term

(Interrogatory 45; see Responses at,

20).
And in response to requests to specif

p.

y which of the
referenced procedures in NUREG-0834 it

intended to rely
upon (Interrogatory 46; sggt Responses at

pp. 20-21) and
the names of the " personnel" who h d
to these referenced procedures allegedly not adhereda

(Interrogatory 48; seeResponses at p. 21),

Intervenor stated that it lackedsufficient knowledge to answer.
\

The same response was given to Int
attempted to pinpoint the actual errogatories Which

" failures to follow pro-
cedures" referred to in the contention

Palmetto Alliance
.

asserted that
lacked sufficient knowledge to specif

actual " failures" or " procedures" y any

50; gee Responses on p. (Interrogatories 52 and

involved in such failures 21) or the personnel allegedly
(Interrogatory 54;p. 21). see Responses

In response to Interrogatories Whi hcspecific bases requested the
for its Responses (see Interrogatori

22, 31, 34, 43, and 55), es 11,

Palmetto Alliance again supplied
only a reference to a lengthy list of d

ocuments (some of

_ __ -
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them allegedly privileged) set.forth in its Response to
Interrogatory 11. Applicants reiterate their objection to
this method of responding to specific requests for docu-
ments, and incorporate herein the legal crgument set forth
on pp. 22, supra, which makms clear that a " broad state-

ment that the information sought is to be found in a mass
of documents is . insufficient." Byron, supra, 15 NRC. .

at 1421, n.39.

In sum,
the law as developed during other licensing

proceedings makes absolutely clear that the purpose and

scope of discovery is to assure that all parties have
#

access to all relevant information and that those inter-
vening in a proceeding specify the nature of the concerns
expressed in their contentions and the bases for these
concerns. Intervenor's Responses to Applicants' discovery
requests fail

to do so and suggest either a continuing

misunderstanding of its discovery obligations in this pro-
ceeding or a continuing disregard of such obligations.

, Applicants therefore urge the Board to compel Palmetto
Alliance to respond further to Applicants'
Interrogatories.
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!

;

B. The Board Should Dismiss Contention 7

The foregoing discussion rests on the assumption that

Palmetto Alliance does, in fact, possess the information

sought in Applicants' discovery requests but has for some

reason misconstrued or chosen to ignore its responsi-

bilities in this proceeding by not disclosing it. If,

however, Palmetto Alliance does not possess such infor-

mation, then Applicants submit that the 30ard must recon-

sider the admission of Contention 7 as =1 issue in this

proceeding and, upon such reconsidera+' dismiss this..

contention for failure to satisfy La "ificity and

basis requirements of 10 C.F.R. { 2. 71 .

The Board has expressly recognize 3 : r .ghout this

proceeding the need for Palmetto All!.ance 1 -: e t forth the

exact nature of the concerns reflected 'n its concentic.1n,.

and the legal and technical bases for these conce: ns, as

required by the Commission's regulations. The Boa;d's

admission of Contention 7 in its December 1, 1982 Order

reflected its finding that Palmetto Alliance had met this

requirement (see December 1, 198 2 Order at p. 6 ) . Indeed,

the Commission's Rules on intervention presume that

parties have specific factual bases for their contentions.

Pilgrim, supra, 1 NRC at 585.

1

_ .__
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However, if the April 28, 1982 Responses filed by

Palmetto Alliance are taken at face value, they demon-

strate that the Intervenor is unable to scate either the

nature of its specific concerns in contention 7 (i.e.,

what are the " consistent failure [s] to adhere to required

Commission operating and administrative procedures"

alleged in Contention 7 ?), or the specific bases for this

contention, relying instead on blanket references to a

list of documents. Applicants submit that these Responses
|

must be so read in light of Palmetto Alliance's repre-

sentations that it has " demonstrated diligence in meeting
| the reasonable obligations of participation in this pro-

ceeding" (Motion for Protective Order at p. 2). Despite

such diligence, Palmetto Alliance has failed to satisfy
minimum Commission standards for admissibility of conten-

tions.

| Having entered a vague contention, Palmetto Alliance

may not now refuse to specify its concerns while at the

same time attempting to force Applicants to provide it

with the information it needs to litigate its contentions.

The Appeal Board has explicitly prohibited the use of

.
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discovery against the Applicant as a means of obtaining

sufficient information to bootstrap a contention into com-
~

pliance with 10 C.F.R. $ 2.714(b) :

[A]n intervention petitioner has an iron-
clad obligation to examine the publicly
available documentary material with suf-
ficient care to enable it to uncover any
information that could serve as the foun-
dation for a specific contention. Stated
otherwise, neither Section 189(a) of the
[ Atomic Energy] Act nor Section 2.714 of
the Rules of Practice permits the filing
of a vague contention, followed by an
endeavor to flesh it out through dis-
covery against the applicant or staff.
[ Catawba Nuclear Station, supra, NRC

(August 19, 1982), slip op. at 13].

S_ee also Appendix A.IV.(a) to 10 C.F.R. Part 2, which pro-

hibits the use of discovery procedures as a " fishing

expedition" by the parties.

Applicants accordingly submit that when Palmetto

Alliance's Responses to Applicants' Interrogatories on

Contention 7 are carefully reviewed, they provide new (or

heretofore unconsidered) information as to whether the

requirements of I2.714(b) have been met. Applicants

further submit that if those Responses are indeed the best
!
'

that Palmetto Alliance can do to provide specificity and

bases for its own contention, then the Board should, upon '

i reconsideration of its earlier decision to admit

,

I
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Contention 7, dismiss that contention in view of the

failure of Palmetto Alliance to satisfy Commission Rules

of Practice.

III. CONCLUSION j

In light of the foregoing, Applicants request that j

the Board issue an order compelling Intervenor Palmetto

Alliance to respond to Applicants' Interrogatories and
|

Requests to Produce regerding Palmetto Alliance's Conten-

tions 6 and 7. With respect to Contention 7, Applicants

.

1

|

. . _- _ ,
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request in the alternative that the Board issue an order

dismissing this contention.

Respectfully submitted,

k *)| 0 UAl , fx/j)0
*

*

J. Michael McGarry, III j
Anne W. Cottingham
DEBEVOISE & LIBERMAN
1200 Seventeenth Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20036
(202) 857-9833

William L. Porter
Albert V. Carr, Jr.
Ellen T. Ruff
DUKE POWER COMPANY
P.O. Box 33189
Charlotte, North Carolina 28242
(704) 373-2570

Attorneys for Duke Power
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